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Robert Frost (1923)

“A poem begins with 

a lump in the throat; 

a home-sickness 

or a love-sickness. 

It is a reaching-out toward expression; 

an effort to find fulfilment. 

A complete poem is one where an 

emotion has found its thought 

and the thought has found the words.”



Critical Care (2016)

“A stay begins with 

a lump in the throat; 

a home-sickness 

or a love-sickness. 

It is a reaching-out toward expression; 

an effort to find fulfilment. 

A critical care stay is one where an 

emotion has found its thought 

but the thought cannot find the words.”
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Your thoughts…
1: Have you written poetry or engaged in creative writing as an adult before?

□ Yes □ No

2: Have you written anything ‘creatively’ to do with health or nursing?
□ Yes □ No

3: Do you like reading, writing or listening to poetry or creative writing?
□ Yes □ No
Why is this?

4: What words do you associate with the experience of critical care?

5: Are you likely to use creative writing in the future?
□ Yes □ No

6: What do you think the value of creative writing in critical care is?

7: Please add any additional comments about the workshop:
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Ode “The A-Z Conundrum of ICU Care”
Written by Diane Bousfield

Anaesthesia Brain abscesses anguish and strife

Breathing and believing the balance of life

Cognitively cushioned in a coma at the crossroads he lays

Delirium drips and drugs is how he spends his days

Exhaustion and emotion the shield’s lost its crown

Fountain of fear flourishing pummelling you down

Guidance great medical accomplishments exalt dread

Hemianopia’s Hydrocephalous hidden health horizons lie ahead

Imagination incredible inner strength an insider in ICU

Jewel and jurisdiction of precious life preserved for me and you

Knowledge of life and death predicament appears to grow

Level highways lost lucidity begins to show

Mental endurance and miracles through medical lenses

Neutropenia nurturing and nutrition awakening the senses

Oracles of health overwhelming oblivion identified 

Penalties psychological physical yet to be quantified

Quality no qualms of care second to none

Reassurance and reasoning refreshingly haven’t all gone

Survival of seizures strength of spirit and searching the soul

Thrombocytopenia tranquillity life’s treasure time lapsing out of control

Understanding and resilience the ultimate choice

Ventilation and vigilance the patient carer voice

Wisdom’s wealth calms the whirlwind in your head

X-rays Xanthoma patches of yellow not red

Yesterday is history yearning to live persistently growing

Zest and determination ensure our precious river of life continues flowing
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What can we write?

What we’ve seen…

Our thoughts & feelings…

…or heard

…or things we’ve done.

Positive Poems:

Using words that 
make us feel 
better.

Descriptive Ditties:

Words that really 
take the reader        
on a journey.

Real Rhymes:

Recreating reality 
to make sense of 
our experiences.



What can we write?

What we’ve seen…

Our thoughts & feelings…

…or heard

…or things we’ve done.

Why write?

HOLISTIC CARE

FCC PCC MDT



Woodrow (2011) Critical Care Nursing



“I see you.....my patient in I.C.U”
Written by Vikki Park

The noise of the place, so thunderous and loud
Machines whir, alarms ring, such strange sound
A voice silenced, lost and unable to speak
But I see you among this, so quiet, so weak.

Bright lights in the morning and all through the night
One continuous day, with no end in sight
What day is it, who am I and why am I here?
But I see you among this, and always stay near.

Many faces, different uniforms and strange turns of phrase
How are you supposed to understand, left in a daze?
You can’t sit, can’t drink, you’re unable to stand
But I see you among this and offer a hand.

To nurse is an art, to master technical skill
To communicate, liaise and administer a pill
But the essence of nursing is to be compassionate and care
And I see you among this, my patient, I am there.
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Patient Centred Care

The Art of Noticing

 Levels of empathy

 Focus on patient, not just surroundings

 Knowledge of patient needs

 Awareness of surroundings

 Quality of care

 Compassion in care



Ode “The Extraordinary Critical World of ICU”
Written by Diane Bousfield

An extract:

Your back starts to ache with all the bending
As over your loved ones body you are tending
Intrigued by coloured lights flashing on the machines
Wires supporting life running into the teens
Drips and tubes in arms chest and feet
Dust free environment constant heat
It’s a one way form of communication
Normal response for the current situation….
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Family Centred Care

Physical Effects:
Pain, Heat

Relationships:
Emotions and 

Well-being

Normality:
The ‘norm’ of ICU

Involvement:
‘Tending over’

Communication:
One Way



“This is nursing, I hear you say.”
Written by Jessica McCabe

An extract:

Develop your skills, there is room for growth,
Nursing and laughter, there’s room for both.
You will meet new friends who will be there for life,
With you through stress and times of strife.
Supporting each other, helping you through,
I swear you will love it - try something new.
So again I stress, I will repeat,
I will not lie, you will be rushed off your feet.
This is nursing, the highs and lows,
Stop, take a breath to think and compose.

McCabe, J. (2015) ‘This is nursing, I hear you say’ Nursing Times: 
Student NT Available at: http://www.nursingtimes.net/student-
nt/what-is-nursing/5088006.article Accessed on: 16.06.2016



MDT

 Understanding of roles

 Shared experiences and support

 Emotional connections with others

 Potential for collaboration 

 Open up a dialogue about sensitive issues

 Explore holistic aspects of patient care

Multi-disciplinary team working

 Safe space to think and reflect



Reflection through Creative Writing

NMC revalidation

 self-awareness

 emotional intelligence

 resilience

 value-based care

 empathy

 burn out



Summary

• Understandably, critical care experiences can be 
challenging to understand and articulate, and 
research has shown that survivors of critical care 
can often experience long-term detrimental 
effects (Connolly et al. 2014). 

• Whilst the implementation of patient diaries 
aims to aid recovery, Lowe (2006) suggests 
creative writing approaches may also have 
potential to promote well-being. 

• Creative writing can be used to capture the real 
and individual experiences of patients cared for 
within the critical care department. 



Your thoughts…
1: Have you written poetry or engaged in creative writing as an adult before?

□ Yes □ No

2: Have you written anything ‘creatively’ to do with health or nursing?
□ Yes □ No

3: Do you like reading, writing or listening to poetry or creative writing?
□ Yes □ No
Why is this?

4: What words do you associate with the experience of critical care?

5: Are you likely to use creative writing in the future?
□ Yes □ No

6: What do you think the value of creative writing in critical care is?

7: Please add any additional comments about the workshop:
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